
Overview

The Consultant Team
The Partner Agencies have hired an internationally-
acclaimed team of designers and engineers to prepare 
the Concept Plan, comprised of Arcadis and Benthem 
Crouwel Architects. They have teamed on several multi-
modal transportation hubs around the world, including 
Rotterdam Station in the Netherlands.

The Process
Phase I of the Concept Plan will be completed in 2019.
It will involve developing multiple conceptual layouts
and moving toward a draft vision concept.

How to get involved
Throughout the Concept Plan process, there will be 
multiple opportunities to get involved. Contact Lori 
Severino, Diridon Station Area Civic Engagement Program 
Manager, at 408-535-3537, or email diridonsj@gmail.
com to join our mailing list, ask questions, or submit 
comments. 

The Scope
The Concept Plan will set forth a unified vision for the
station. The Concept Plan will ultimately include these
components:
• a spatial design for the station that integrates the 

various transportation modes; 
• a framework for multi-modal station access and a 

harmonious relationship between the station and 
surroundings; and

• an effective organizational structure to deliver the 
shared vision. 

The Concept Plan will focus on the functioning of the
station, rather than its appearance. It does not involve
detailed engineering and architecture or environmental
review, which will occur in a later phase. The Concept
Plan is not planning for the specific land uses or buildings
in the area (the City of San José will conduct separate
engagement activities related to future development).
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Phase 2 of the Concept Plan process will further detail 
the vision option, including: preparing engineering and 
design plans, as well as estimating the costs and timing of 
station construction. 

The Partner Agencies will engage the community 
throughout the process and will consider their input 
during development of the Concept Plan. 

In subsequent phases, the Partner Agencies will use 
the Concept Plan to prepare more detailed design and 
engineering documents, conduct the environmental 
review process, and seek construction funding. 

The Concept Plan
When BART, commuter rail, high-speed rail, light rail, and
supporting bus services converge, Diridon Station will
support more high-capacity transit connections than any
other place in the Bay Area.The California High-Speed
Rail Authority, Caltrain, VTA, and the City of San José
(Partner Agencies) are working together on a plan to
expand and redesign the San José Diridon Station. This
effort is called the Diridon Integrated Station Concept
Plan (Concept Plan).

Identify Ambitions/Objectives

Develop a Draft Vision
(including a single layout)

Develop and Evaluate
Layouts

The Elements
The Concept Plan will primarily address the station and
its interface with the urban fabric – this includes the track
and station layout, passenger flows within the station,
access to the station by various transportation options
(such as walking and bus), and integration with
surrounding development.

Project website: www.diridonsj.org/disc



Context

San José Diridon Station
Located on the western edge of 
Downtown San José, Diridon Station 
is the South Bay’s primary transit hub, 
with 17,000 daily passengers. Multiple 
transit systems converge at the station, 
including commuter rail, light rail, 
and local and intercity bus services. 
Additionally, new and enhanced transit 
lines are currently being planned, which 
will add to existing mix of services already 
at the station. These improvements will 
transform Diridon Station into one of the 
busiest transportation hubs on the West 
Coast, with an estimated 100,000+ daily 
passengers by 2040.

Planned Improvements
• Caltrain Electrification: This project will 

increase the number and frequency of 
commuter trains running between San 
Francisco and San José. All trains will 
stop at Diridon Station. 

• VTA’s BART Silicon Valley Phase II 
Extension: The Santa Clara Valley 
Transportation Authority (VTA) is 
extending Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) 
service to the Diridon Station. 

• California High-Speed Rail (HSR): With 
this project, Diridon will become a key 
connection point between Southern 
California, the Central Valley, and the Bay 
Area. 

Integrating Development
In addition to these planned 
transportation projects, the City of San 
José is updating and implementing 
plans for the Diridon Station Area. 
Development of existing properties with 
transit-supportive land uses will add 
amenities and thousands of new homes 
and workers to the neighborhood. 
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Relationship Between Technical and Community Engagement Processes 
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Personas Exercise

The following personas were utilized in Community Meeting #2 to help participants provide feedback from a variety of perspectives. This board summarizes the ideas 
from community members about what would create a desirable station experience for each persona.

Convention Center Visitor
• Seamless connections with good wayfinding
• Open, bright, welcoming
• Light rail should be easy to use

Parent with Children
• Minimal grade changes, with ramps and elevators where needed
• Safety is high priority
• Include family-friendly amenities: play area, shopping, family 

restrooms

Commuter in Wheelchair
• Good transfer between BART and Caltrain
• Wide platforms with level boarding with trains
• Safe pathways, without stairs or ramps

SJSU Student
• Plenty of scooter and bike parking
• Protected bike lane connecting the station to campus
• Calm lighting in train and station

• Calm lighting in train and stationHigh-Speed Rail Traveler to San José for a 
Weekend Vacation
• Clear wayfinding, with good connections to local buses
• Easy-to-use ticketing system
• Luggage storage and stroller access

Older Adult Coming to Downtown for Dinner
• Easy to transfer to DASH shuttle and other modes connecting to 

Downtown
• Easy to get through station
• Retail options

Late Night Worker
• High frequency late night transit service
• Well-timed transfers between modes
• Safe, well-lit pathways and waiting areas

Non-English Speaker 
• Intuitive wayfinding
• Clear, understandable signage
• Staff available for assistance

SAP Center Event Attendee
• Direct access to SAP from station, avoiding Santa Clara Street
• Retail options
• Space to handle large crowds moving between station and Arena.



Evaluation Framework 
Getting to a single layout that fulfills the key objectives requires a balancing act 
between trade-offs. The Partner Agencies are applying this draft Evaluation Framework 
to the three possible layouts. The evaluation will help inform development of the Draft 
Vision (including a single layout). In response to community input, the Partner Agencies 
separated Community and Environmental Effects into different categories.

Operational Efficiency

How does the design meet 
the needs for transit operators 
serving the station? How does 
the design “future-proof” the 
station functions?

Development Potential

Does the station design 
optimize opportunity 
for high-density Transit-
Oriented Development?

Community Effects

What kinds of effects, either 
positive or negative, does 
the station have on the 
surrounding communities?

Environmental Effects

What kinds of effects, either 
positive or negative, does 
the station have on the 
environment?

Access

Is the station easy to get to 
from all parts of the city with 
multi-modal circulation?

Urban Integration

How would the station 
connect to the urban fabric? 
Does it address connectivity 
in the surrounding area?

Multi-Modal Integration

How does the station work 
for the passenger? Does it use 
human-centered design for a 
seamless travel experience?
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Questions or Comments on the Process?



Existing Conditions

Context Station Area

Characteristics

• At-grade platforms

• Western pedestrian entrance at Laurel Grove Lane

• Bus stops in dedicated surface lot adjacent to the station hall

• Vehicle drop-off zone adjacent to the station hall

• Light rail stop located at-grade on the west side of heavy rail tracks



Station Located at W. San Fernando Street

Context Station Area

Characteristics

• At-grade platforms

•  Existing northern and southern track alignments

•  Western pedestrian entrance at Laurel Grove Lane, near San Fernando pathway

•  Bus stops along dedicated loop located between station hall and Santa Clara Street

•  Vehicle drop-off zone 1-2 blocks from station hall, next to bus stops

•  Light rail realigned so that it stops adjacent to the south side of the station hall

Benefits

• Potentially less challenging to build and phase

• Potentially less expensive to build

• Reduce vertical transfer distance between heavy rail modes and BART

Trade-Offs/Challenges

• Does not improve east/west connection across tracks

• Has heavy rail concourse farthest from BART

• Large amount of land within station area utilized for bus, taxi, and shuttle circulation



Station Located at W. Santa Clara Street

Context Station Area

Characteristics

• Elevated platforms

• New northern track alignment

• New 280/87 southern alignment for some electrified trains

• Western pedestrian entrance at Santa Clara Street

• Bus stops one block from station hall, along Autumn Street

• Vehicle drop-off zone 1-4 blocks from station hall, along Autumn Street

• Light rail realigned so that it stops adjacent to the south side of the station hall

Benefits

• Option to operate some electrified rail over I-280

• Fosters street life on Santa Clara Street

• Brings heavy rail concourse closest to BART

Trade-Offs/Challenges

• More complicated vertical transfers between BART platforms and station hall

• Bus facility farther from the station hall

• Potentially more difficult and costly to construct

• Property impacts to the station area and other neighborhoods north and south of the   
 station



Station Located at Stover Street

Context Station Area

Characteristics

• Elevated platforms

• New northern track alignment

• Existing southern track alignment

• Western pedestrian entrance at Santa Clara Street

• Bus stops one block from station hall, along Santa Clara Street

• Vehicle drop-off zone accessed via flyover adjacent to heavy rail platforms

• Light rail realigned so that it stops adjacent to the south side of the station hall

Benefits

• Fosters street life on Santa Clara Street and in adjacent blocks

• Creates strong visual presence for station entrance

• Potential for less complicated vertical transfer between BART platforms and station hall

Trade-Offs/Challenges

• Property impacts to the station area and other neighborhoods north of the station

• Heavy rail concourse is closer to BART than the Layout 1 (San Fernando Street), but    
 farther than Layout 2 (Santa Clara Street)

• Potentially more costly and difficult to construct



Questions or Comments on the Layouts?



What are your Access-Related Priorities?

Place a dot next to your top 3 priorities

A short, intuitive connection between the 
BART platforms and the platforms for heavy 
rail services (such as High-Speed Rail, Caltrain, 
Capitol Corridor, and ACE)

Station hall close to bike routes on San 
Fernando Street

Passenger drop-off near the station entrance for 
personal and ride-share vehicles

Station hall close to bus routes on Santa Clara 
Street

Car parking near the station

Reduced car traffic in the station area, allowing 
for more bikes and walking

A main entrance from the west, as well as from 
the east (facing downtown)

When thinking about the future station, what are the most 
important things from this list? 



Place a dot next to your top 3 priorities

A highly visible and iconic station

Proximity to venues and shopping on 
Santa Clara Street

A variety of gathering spaces and activities inside 
and outside of the station hall

More trails running through the station area

A pedestrian plaza near the station entrance

The ability to walk from one side of the tracks to the 
other without going through an underpass

More vibrancy and activity along Santa Clara Street

More vibrancy and activity along San Fernando 
Street

When thinking about the future station, what are the most 
important things from this list? 

What are your Urban Integration-Related 
Priorities?



Questions or Comments on the Priorities?



Examples: Elevated Tracks & Uses Under Rail
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Examples: Iconic Stations & Plazas
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